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News reports suggest that new national security adviser John Bolton is thinking about eliminating the cybersecurity coordinator
position, known as the “cyber czar,” that Rob Joyce will soon vacate.
We think this is a magni cent idea.
Bolton is completely correct that there is no need for any coordination between the various federal agencies on this issue. Cybersecurity
is not a cross-cutting problem that affects all sorts of equities. We have no concerns that eliminating this position will result in
con icting mission imperatives. We have every con dence that the National Security Agency, for example, can work out vulnerability
disclosure equities without the need for input from the Departments of Commerce, Justice or Homeland Security (much less Treasury or
State).
We also are con dent that the decision accurately re ects the diminished importance of cybersecurity as a national issue. Cybersecurity
is no longer deserving of the prominence that so many national security experts seem to give it. We fully expect the Of ce of the
Director of National Intelligence to eliminate the cybersecurity menace from its annual threat assessment. We are con dent that the
trend lines for cyber threats and intrusions are down.
We are also certain that last year’s Equifax breach set the high-water mark for cybercrime. Hence, there is simply no need for the White
House, or America in general, to continue to worry about the vulnerability of critical infrastructure networks. We are pleased to think
that the hardware intrusion problem no longer justi es national coordination, and we have unwavering con dence that the Department
of Education is well-positioned to take the lead on cybersecurity education initiatives.
Likewise, our adversaries certainly will not interpret this as a signi er that the United States will be less capable of developing a strategy
to respond to cyber threats.
Most importantly, we would never question whether folding the cyber czar’s job into the role of another National Security Council
member would lead to decreased attention to the functions of the cybersecurity coordinator at the highest level of the administration.
Never.
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